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Re: REVISED: Sgandurra et al. UPPER LIMB CHILDREN ACTION-OBSERVATION TRAINING (UP-CAT): A RANDOMISED CONTROLLED TRIAL IN HEMIPLEGIC CEREBRAL PALSY

Pisa, June 13th 2011

Dear Editor,

on behalf of all co-authors I would like to submit the revised MS indicated in RE.

These are the changes made, according to the received queries:

Affiliations: Please reformat into a list of affiliations linked numerically via the superscript to the author list
Done

Abstract: this abstract does not have the correct structure. Please reformat it to use these headings: Background, Methods/Design, Discussion
It is formatted according to the correct structure

Abstract: Please ensure that the abstract is identical in the manuscript file on the online submission system
Done

Minor revisions (we can make these changes for you, although it will speed up publication of your manuscript if you do them while making the major changes above)

Additional files: Remove the additional files
Done

Typography: Please take this opportunity to check your manuscript for any typographical errors and to make any final corrections or revisions. This is the final proofing stage for your manuscript, and you will not be able to make any changes after acceptance.
Some mistakes of typing in the Ms and also in the Fig 1 were corrected.

We hope that our MS can now be soon published by BMC Neurology.

Best regards

Prof. Giovanni Cioni
(Corresponding author)